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The Subway roofjust after the accident.

by MEGAN SPECKSGOOR

Throughout the Houghton campus and
community, rumors and speculations have been
circulating about the November 6 pre-church
"Subway incident" involving a man who swerved
off Route 19 and caused damage to the restaurant

neighboring the Houghton campus. Subway manager
Debbie Preston neither confirmed nor denied the

unsubstantiated belief held by some college students
that the driver was operating under the influence of
alcohol, but instead communicated the report she
was given suggesting that the man fell asleep at the
wheel. Preston said the accident occurred at around

5:30 a.m., and she received a call 30 minutes later to

arrive at the scene.

According to Preston's recount ofthe information
she received, the driver ofthe vehicle was transporting
three passengers, coming from the direction of
Belfast, when he'"drove up onto the sidewalk. took
out the posts, and knocked down part of the roof."
The driver then, allegedly, made it to Burke field with
a blown out tire before the car stopped. "As far as I
know, no one was injured," said Preston. However, to
Preston's knowledge, the driver received five tickets
when state troopers appeared on the scene.

The remains of the porch roof were torn down
Monday, the day after the incident. Preston said the
Subway maintenance crew is hopeful to have the
damages repaired by winter, after they obtain price

See SUBWAYpage 3

Woolsey Lecture Series: Robert on World Christianity
by COLLEEN JENNINGS

In a lecture she titled "World Christianity
Today: Trends, Challenges, and Opportunities,"
Dr. Dana Robert spoke at the annual Woolsey
Lectures in Theology and Culture about the role
o f North American Christians in a changing global
Christian culture.

As a student at Louisiana State University,
Robert was interested in "relationships between
what people believe and what they do" and
relationships between "doctrines and practices."
She was fascinated by student Christian movements
and why students would "choose to be missionaries
when they could've been business majors" or
something that would have been more lucrative.

Robert, who has a Ph.D in religious studies
from Yale and teaches World Christianity and
History of Mission at the Boston University

JUNG-HYUN AHN

Dr. Dana Robert spoke in chapel as well as in an
evening lecture Monday.

School of Theology, has spent the last 17 years
in, alternately, Boston and rural Zimbabwe. Her
husband grew up in a Dutch-reformed mission's
station in Zimbabwe, and the two of them work

with Theological Education by Extension in the
Masvingo Province, where they have been able to
form intimate relationships with the people there.

In Monday's chapel service, Robert
addressed the new demographics in "World
Christianity" that are changing churches and
missions. As the number of Christians in Europe
declines, and Christianity in Africa and Latin
America booms, Robert maintains that Christians in
the U.S. must learn to see "diversity in unity and
unity in diversity." Robert said that all people are
created in the image of God and consequently are
"capable of responding to God's call." Therefore.
Christians need to learn to "see the face of Jesus,"

not just in cultures that are unlike ourselves but
in "specific faces." According to Robert, unity in
diversity "reminds us that Christians must work to
create peaceful communities across cultures." While
Christians must unite as one Church, it is -urgent
that we honor diversity of Christian expression.
Robert ended the lecture with the proposition
that God is calling us to a bigger vision than our
American identities.

Robert opened her second lecture, which
took place later that day in the CFA. with more
statistics about the growth of Christianity around
the world and the increasing number of indigenous
churches, as well as the characteristics of World
Christianity: a vernacular Bible, "Pentecostal
practices"-including belief in supernatural powers
to heal and cast out demonic spirits-and the
participation ofwomen.

Robert then addressed two challenges North
American Christians face in the midst of this World

Christianity. The first is the relationship between
globalization, diaspora, and the Great Commission.
Growing mission movements in countries like
Brazil, Nigeria, and China are breaking western
dominance of the Great Commission. According to
Robert, America sends out the most missionaries,
but also receives the most; in 2011 "missions is to
and from everywhere."

See ROBERTpage 3
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Elizabeth Anscombe was a ground-breaking phi
losopher in the mid-twentieth century.

by EMMA HUGHES

Houghton's Faculty Lecture Series continues
next Wednesday with Professor Ben Lipscomb,
philosophy, giving the third part ofthe installment
with his presentation on Elizabeth Anscombe and
her work in ethics.

Lipscomb, who studied Anscombe and her
ground-breaking contemporaries during his
sabbatical overseas in England last year. intends
to present on the highlights ofAnscombe's views
on ethics. especially as it contrasts with her male
counterparts. by illustrating them using some of
her academic conflicts.

Anscombe. known for her deeply influential
work in 20th century moral philosophy, was
among the first generation of women in English-
speaking scholarship to engage in the study of
philosophy. Until the time of Anscombe and her
contemporarics. there were few individual female
philosophers in the English-speaking academic
world.

Of the fuur female philo.ophers Lipscomb
studied. Anscombe was the most influential and

the first to really draw attention to herself as a
critic of the existing views on moral philosophy
put forth by her male counterparts. To Lipscomb,
Anscombe is of special interest because of this
position, though the philosopher's personality
was just as outspoken as her views.

"Anscombe was eccentric, rude, and in
various ways made herselfa stench in the nostrils
of those around her, except her close friends,"
said Lipscomb. "She had weaknesses-she
suffered from stage fright for instance-but she
had a pugnaciousness and willingness to offend
and shock that helped her."

First interested in ethics when her colleagues
at Oxford decided to give an honorary doctorate
to President Harry Truman, Anscombe was an
outspoken voice in the field afterward, advocating
that morality is grounded on an expression of
human needs and not on disembodied, vague
decisions.

See ANSCOMBEpage 3
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SGA / Remember,

ANDREA PACHECO

by CHRIS CLARK

Many students celebrated last
Saturday with a viewing of "V for
Vendetta," a film about freedom,
revolution, and, at least on one
level. about the people coming
togelher to send their government
a message: "We have given you too
much control. We will no longer sit
idly by. We will be included in our
government again. It's revolution
time."

This comes at an interesting time
in the SGA Senate. On November 3.

a campus wide e-mail was sent out
stating "Have an opinion on the new
class schedule? Come to SGA Senate

NOVEMBER 11,2011

Remember the 5th of November
this week! Let your voice be heard!"

The Senate agenda included some
big items. particularly a discussion
and approval of the renovation plans
for the Campus Center basement
and an opportunity for some student
feedback on the new class schedule

to aid in the writing of an SGA
resolution on the issue.

Several senators expected a large
group of students, disgruntled by the
difficulty of getting lunch between
chapel and class three days a week, to
come to Senate to speak their minds
on changes they would like to see.
There was some debate in senate
when the idea was first proposed to
hold Senate in the recital hall due to

the anticipated numbero f students. "It
would be awkward" said one senator,
pointing out that the likelihood of
students actually showing up was
somewhat low. The recital hall
would seem "embarrassingly empty"
said another senator. Schaller Hall
was eventually decided upon as a
compromise location-bigger, but
not too big.

On the night of November 3, the
non-SGA students attending Senate
could be counted on less than one

hand. It was proposed to postpone the
discussion of the class schedule until
later in the night in order to allow for
any stragglers to leak in. None did.

Eventually, the student feedback
began without any students. Senators,

all of whom had discussed this issue in
Senate earlier this semester, rehashed
old opinions. One senator half-
jokingly suggested that if students
don't like the new class schedule they
should just "suck it up." Of these 19
elected student representatives, only
one said, "Well, a constituent of mine
who couldn't make it asked me to
say..." There was not a single student
sick of 'sucking it up"to contradict
this.

The ad-hoc committee on writing
a resolution regarding the new class
schedule proposed a survey be done
of students in order to collect student
opinion on the issue. One senator
privately argued that there was no
need to even do a survey, as students
already opted for not having a say on
the issue. The discussion ended with

the general consensus that until more
was heard more from the student body,
the Senate was unable to proceed.

This lack of student involvement

should raise some important questions
for us as Houghton students: Do we
want the kind of student government
that makes choice for us, or do we
want to have a personal say in what's
going on?

Remember, remember...how

many students remember Soulforce?
How many students remember the
issue with the term "Faith Based?"

These were times when students got
involved, administrators squirmed,

/N THE NEWS
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ANOTHER POLmCAL CASUALTY IN EUROPEAN DEBT CRISIS | Italian Prime Minister
Silvio Berlusconi pledged to step down last Tuesday if Parliament would pass
measures to reduce Italy s debt. Stock levels continue to tumble in the troubled
European countn·

WWW.BBC.CO.UK

ANOTHER EARTHQUAKE HITS TURKEY I An earthquake with a magnimde of 5.6
struck eastern Turkey Wednesday evening. At least three people have been con-
jinned dead with dozens still buried in rubble The earthquake comes about a
month after another killed 600 people in October.

and changes happened. What
happened to that sense of student
ownership of the College? What
happened to the desire to have
student voices heard?

At the moment, people our age
are holding protests and "occupying"
cities to have their voices heard, yet
here at Houghton, we can't even get
students to give input on when they
have lunch.

It seems a revolution is needed.
Perhaps as we remember the 5th of
November and squeal in excitement
during "V for Vendetta," as V
raises an entire people up to take
back their governance, we should
also remember that we too have a
government here at Houghton that
affects our lives. Our SGA may
not be entirely evil or fascist, but
like all governments, it requires the
involvement of its people if it is
going to truly serve them.

Again, as we focus on our
small SCA, perhaps we could also
remember Luke 16:10. If we cannot
even be trusted to be responsible
for our college SGA, how can we
expected to go out and interact as
intelligent scholar servants with the
governments of nations?

And who knows? If we all come
together to make our voices heard,
maybe something explosive will
happen. *

REMAINS OF SOLDIERS DUMPED IN LANDFILLS I Cremated body parts of U.S. sol
diers were dumped in landfiIts as late as 2008. Family members were unaware
of the military's actions.
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PERSONHOOD MEASURE FAILS IN Mississ,ppi I A measure to declan afenilized
egg a person, and be granted full rights by law, failed in Mississippi Wednes
dq.

W*W.CNILCOM
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Roth Celebrates 25th Anniversary
by DAN SENDKER

This week, Houghton
recognized and celebrated the 25th
anniversary of Rothenbuhler Hall.
Built in 1986 as South Hall, it was
named after Hans Rothenbuhler,
a cheese merchant and friend of

the College, in 2006. On Tuesday,
Roth's Leadership Council threw
a birthday party for the dorm in
Java, complete with live music by
Pocket Vinyl, two birthday cakes, a
Roth-shaped pirlata, "Pin the Bridge
on Roth," pool and ping pong
tournaments, and a Roth trivia game
(Who knew that Professor Routhe
was an RA in Roth in the 90$?). The

Rothenbuhler family was invited
to the party but unfortunately were
unable to attend. They wrote back,
however, thanking the College for
the invitation and providing three
heaping trays' worth of cheese
from Mr. Rothenbuhler's private
company, Middlefield Cheese

House.

As the newest dorm at

Houghton, Roth has struggled
to build an identity for itself,
especially when compared to the
much older Shenawana Hall. Marc
Smithers, Roth's RD since 2009,

acknowledges this difficulty, but
points out that a lot has been done to
foster a unique culture within Roth.
"Our dorm identity lies in traditions
that are open to the entire campus,"

he said, referring to popular events
such as the Roth bonfire, the Roth
Treasure Hunt, and Roth's annual

Christmas celebration Rothenyuhler.
**We like to welcome others into our

fun. We don't only have traditions
that are just for us, but traditions that
are open for everyone to enjoy."

While it is great to have traditions
for the campus as a whole, there
are many who want to see Roth's
residents be more invested in the

dorm for its own sake. Junior Nate

Calhoun, President of Roth, sees this

in other dorms, particularly Shen.
**What's really cool about Shen," said
Calhoun, "is that the guys there are
naturally inclined to get involved
with their dorm without too much
prodding. We'd like to see that
same kind of excitement in koth."
In looking to the future, Calhoun
also hopes to see more interaction
between the two dorms in which the

focus isn't so much on competition,
but simple fun and fellowship among
Christian men.

In recent years, Roth's LC
and RAs, have worked hard with
Smithers to come up with ways for
Roth's residents to be more involved

in their dorm. This fall, the dorm

introduced Rothenquadder, a weekly
time for Roth men to take over the

quad and play games like Ultimate
Frisbee, football, and Houghton's
hidden gem: Nalgene Gold. The
response to Rothenquadder has been

overwhelmingly positive, and there is
a great turnout each week. It's only
fair to assume that its popularity will
continue into the winter as residents

have the opportunity to engage in
snowball fights and play the usual
summer sports with a snowy twist.

Gabe Jacobsen, current Director of
Residence Life and RD of Roth from

2005 to 2009, believes that Roth is in

a good position to foster community
because of its unique structure. 'The
layout of the floors and the way
they're designed really lends itself
to building small communities. You
don't have that 'long hail' effect that
the other dorms have, and that makes
it easier for floors in Roth to be more

invested in each other." Smithers

agreed but admits the physical layout
of the dorm can be "confusing and

disorienting to visitors." He also
lamented about the small size of the

main lounge, which cannot hold as
many people as Gillette's lounge or
Shen's basement.

A popular part of Rothenbuhler
lore is that the building is gradually
sinking. According to Jacobsen,
however, this is simply untrue.
Though Roth isn't moving, the hill
itself is, slowly but surely eroding
and shifting toward Roth. While the
situation is being monitored,

Jacobsen predicted it will be decades
before anything has to be done about
it. *

Houghton's Persistence Rates Released
by EMMA HUGHES

The recently released Houghton
persistence rate from Spring 2011
to Fall 2011 is 92.48%, indicating
a strong number of Houghton stu-
dents returning for the next school
year.

Persistence rates, which refer
to the total amount of college stu-
dents returning, help to indicate
the amount of students who have

withdrawn from the College in the
meantime. Students who withdraw

choose to end their stays at an in-
stitution for any number of reasons,
such as health issues and medical

needs, financial circumstances, or in
order to transfer to another school.

At Houghton, the strong persis-
tence rate is a reflection of the Col-

lege's push to identify and aid those
students considering to withdraw.
As Diane Galloway, Student Tran-
sitions and Advising Counselor,
said, this energy is one of Hough-
ton's strengths. "Houghton is a
place where we put a lot of energy
into identifying students who need
help," said Galloway, indicating
that professors and staff aid in this
process. "We have offices geared
solely towards working with these
students."

Another side to college penis-
tence rates is transfer students-

there are students transferring out
of Houghton, along with about 50
to 60 students transferring into the
College each year from a number of
different schools.

According to Jeff Kirk-
sey, Dean of Adminion and Reten-

tion, the common causes of students
transferring out ofHoughton are very
much across the board. "The first rea-

son is usually financial," said Kirk-
sey. "Financial aid is very proactive
in dealing with this. Lot of students
don't realize they can get more help
if their financial state has changed
from the time they first filled out the
FAFSA. That's why our policy is that
the office of admission and retention

meets with every student considering
transferring, but usually the underly-
ing reason is everything from inter-
personal relationship issues to aca-
demics."

Kirksey, again, pointed out
Houghton's proactive stance in help-
ing struggling students and said
Houghton has a solid system in place
to help them. "It's an advantage of
being at a smaller community," said
Kirksey. "Faculty are very good in
pointing out students to the College
who may be considering transfer-
ring."

The backgrounds of incoming
transfer students are eclectic. "Stu-

dents come from a wide range of
backgrounds," said Galloway. "They
come from community colleges, and
public and private schools. Some
lived on their own, others lived with
family, and some lived in residence
halls."

For these students, the process of
transitioning into life at Houghton
is another priority of the College's.
Later this semester, Houghton will be
putting together a focus group with
this year's transfer students and will
attempt to identify ways to make the
transition to Houghton more helpful.

For Houghton transfer students
Kelly Ormsby and Shawn Gillis,
juniors, this focus on the transfer
process is somewhat mixed. "Trans-
ferring in was great. The Admis-
sions Office was very good and very
prompt in responding to mailings and
questions," said Ormsby. "It is dif-
ferent, having gone from being on
my own to having rules here, and the
things they had the transfers do for
orientation were things that they al-
ready knew and didn't need."

For both Ormsby and Gillis, the
fact that Houghton accepted all of
their credits from their community
colleges was great. According to
them, the overall experience was
smooth. Smaller parts of the transi-
tion, however, were somewhat off-
putting. "As far as negative things
at Houghton: during the first week
at Houghton, when all the orienta-
tion stuff was going on, the transfers
were blown off and forgotten; said
Gillis. "They'd say things addressed
to 'freshmen' and tack on *transfer'

when talking during orientation."
The benefits of attending both

community college and Houghton are
still significant. 1-he biggest benefit
between [Coming Community Col-
lege] and Houghton is learning things
from a Christian perspective from the
professors" said Gillis.

Similarly for Ormsby, being in a
group of people with the same sort of
purposes and goals is what attracts
her. -The biggest benefit for me is be-
ing in class with people who are mo-
tivated and have similar back-

grounds," she said. *

NEWS 13

ANSCOMBE hm page i
"Even for her chain-smoking and

personality," said Lipscomb, '*she

was stillagood Catholic-supporting
just war theory-and wondered
how so many smart people-her
colleagues at Oxford-could see fit

to elect a man responsible for the
deaths of innocents [Truman ordered

the bombing of Hiroshima and
Nagasakil."

Her research after this led her

to realize her colleagues at Oxford
held positions on ethics she could
not agree with, and this ted to the

eventual formation and publication
of her seminal work, "Modem Moral

Philosophy," in 1958.
For the quiet somewhat obscure

academic she began as, Anscombe
had a somewhat unexpected, even

unprecedented impact on the field of
moral philosophy.

Lipscomb will give his lecture at
4:15 p.m. November 16 in Library
323. *

SUBWAYfrompage 1
estimates. In her four years of
managing this Subway restaurant and
from hearsay concerning the period
before she began working there,
Preston said this is the first incident of

its kind. Although unexpected and
distressing, the accident was not life-
threatening and the repercussions are
being handled. "I'm just thankful no
one got hurt," said Preston. "It could
have been a lot worse." *

ROBERTAmpage 1
The second challenge is diversity

of public theologies. Robert focused
on churches in which therd have been

majordisagreementsbetween the U.S.
and the rest of the world, such as the

issue ofordaining homosexuals in the
Episcopal Church. Robert also asked
the question. "Does being a Christian
translate into economic prosperity?"
Ninety percent of Christians Robert
surveyed in Zimbabwe believe
materialism and consumerism are the

biggest threat to the gospel.
Robert then moved on to the

opportunities that Christians from
North America have: friendship and
hospitality. She noted that one ofthe
best things Christians can do for the
poor is to '*be friends with the poor,"
because"friendshipisaboutequality."
In the book ofJohn, Jesus said there is

no greater love than that a man would
lay down his life for his friends.
With this in mind, Robert stated that

intimate relationships with those in
need are imperative. Robert also
said the Christian community cannot
exist without hospitality, stressing the
importance of "intentional mission
communities." While the call to go
out into all the world is important
so is the call to "stay in place and
minister to the same people year after
year" to make disciples

Robert ended with a challenge:
Tross boundaries into friendship
with others, and in so doing honor
the God who became our friend"

Senior Beth Larter said that

although she felt the lecture had
merely skimmed the surface of all
that Robert had to say, it was a "good
basis" forpeopleto "pick out some of
the issues and do further research on

their own." Junior Wes Vardy, an
Intercultural Studies major, said the
lecture was -informative,- but it was
only a "snapshot of deeper issues."
He said one night was not enough
time and thinks "the Woolsey
Lectures should be a week long so
they can be more in depth." *

T
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Encore Tackles Ambitious «Anna Christie"
by BETH LARTER

This week marks the premiere of
Encore's production of "Anna Christie,"
under the direction of senior Hannah
Carter. Eugene O'Neill's four act play
opens in a New York bar where a lively
and highly intoxicated older couple are
clearly regulars. The man. freshman
Courtney Smalt. is Chris Christopherson.
the captain of a coal barge who speaks
uith a drunken and slightly absurd
Swedish accent. The woman, freshman
Victoria Bachman, is just plain absurd.
Through their ramblings, a story emerges
of a daughter that Christopherson has not
seen since she was five years old. Anna.
freshman Emily Laura Maynard, now
20. has been sorely mistreated by life and
seeks her father's help to get the rest and
retreat she needs. The audience becomes

awarc ofwhat kind ofworkAnna has been

doing within the first act. but her adoring
father remains unaware, believing that
she has been working as a -nurse girl."
To further complicate the plot, after Anna
is convinced to join her father on his
barge for some "fresh air and open water
and sunlight." an Irish sailor named Mat
Burke, senior Eric Weber, is pulled from
the ocean by the crew of the barge. MaL
believing Ana to be a "decent girl" falls
in love with her and proposes within 15
minutes. The last two acts follow Anna's

and Mat's growing relationship.
The play is. at least on the surface

level. rather "unHoughton" in its subject
matter. There is alcohol, promiscuity. a
bit of-sailor language." and at least one
drunken fight.

There is a lot of drinking in the play.
and it looks ridiculous: said Maynard.
Though there is something strange about
seeing a bar scene at a Houghton play, it
is the strength of the characters and their
ultimate redemption that make the play
R orth watching. The play is "a story
of redemption: said Maynard. -Even
though [Anna'sl completely awful. and
Mat Burke has his own problems-
e,·er-one in the play has problems-in
the end. everything is redeemable.-

The direction in the play seems to
be entirely lacking until Anna shows
up. From that point on. she becomes

N[litl] il 41

the emotional focus of the play. Her
struggles to move away from her past
and overcome her bitterness toward

men move the play through a series of
otherwise disconnected shifts in setting
and time.

The most challenging aspect of
playing Anna Christie for Maynard
was "definitely how bitter she is. She's

very layered, I mean [I am] trying to
portray to the audience how bitter and
hardened she is. but also that she has this

sweet. loving side to her." As the play
progresses, Maynard said the audience
sees the different masks that Anna wears,
for her father and for Mat. Eventually, in
the climax of the play, those masks come
off.

It's a very emotional play, with little
comic relief. For Maynarcl this was both
the greatest strength of the play and the
most challenging aspect of it.

"It's really an intense play," she said.
"Everyone needs to be on top of their

F

' At;1'Al*i·

game."

This was an ambitious play for
a Houghton cast filled with difficult
accents, strange characters, and a wide
range of emotions, but it's the actors'
full absorption into their characters that
makes it a success.

"Anna Christie" will run 7 to 9 p.m.
tonight and tomorrow night in the CFA
Recital Hall. Tickets are $3 and may be
purchased during mealtimes and at the
door. *
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6 An unfortunate car owner is unaware that he has been

double-pranked by two different groups of people. Make that
three: security also. We should have a music building tunnel
auto show more often.... Maribeth Olsen '13

6 A balloon recently launched at Letchworth State Park near the
second falls. Letchworth is a short drive away and never fails to
provide beautiful scenery. Sometimes I take advantage of its
proximity by sitting near the falls with friend doing my Houghton

Anya Jones '12 homework. Shawn Gillis '13

Enter our biweekly photo
contest by submitting to

HoughtonStar@gmail.com!
Please include photo credit

and a brief description.
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AFRICAN ART SHOW:

OPENING TONIGHT

by MONICA MESITE

As I walked into the "Africa: Arts and

Crafts" exhibit, I immediately felt a sen-
sation of serene otherness. The feeling
of being immersed in history combined
with the smell of old wood was a lovely
welcome into the Ortlip Gallery. Samples
from Charles Hudgins' collection of Af-
rican art include pieces from Nigeria,
Tanzania, Zaire, Congo, and Sierra Le-
one, to name a few. Instead ofthe bright
vibrantly-colored art I expected before
viewing the show, I saw several detailed
wood carvings using shells, beads, and
grass as embellishments. Several mnqkf,
helmets, bowls, and figurines caught my
attention as I wandered through the gal-
lery. Materials used in the exhibit include
clay, ivory, cowry shells, bronze, textiles,
beads, raffia, paint, and most commonly,
wood.

The late Charles Hudgins began col-
lecting art in 1989. His original collection
included over 800 pieces. Professor Gary
Baxter, ari knew Hudgins personally.

"Charles recognized an ability within
African sculpture to convey meaning and
emotion through a language of abstrac-
tion and symbolism, in much the same
way Picasso observed and appropriated
the visual power ofAfrican art at the be-
ginning of the 20th cennity," said Bax-
ten

Hudgins left the collection to Hough-
ton after his passing in June 2011. Interim
Gallery Director Sally Murphy explained
that the art department "asked an apprais-
er...to help us decide which pieces were
of some value or interest. In the end, we
decided on about 110." She added that

the pieces come from a broad range of
time periods, including contemporary
pieces (i.e. a large bowl from Tanzania in
Baxter's personal collection).

"The oldest piece is an Egyptian mask
which dates back to the time of Christ,"

said Murphy.
Commenting on the frequent use of

SPORTS RECAP
WOMEN'S SOCCER:

SAT 11/5

vs Point Park Univ. - W 3-0

Season Record: 16-3-1

UPCOMING GAMES:

SAT 11/12

vs. Roberts Wesleyan @ 1 PM

MEN'S BASKETBALL:

UPCOMING GAMES:

FRI 11/11

at Notre Dame College @ 7PM
TUE 11/15

vs Morrisville State Univ. @ 7PM

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL:
UPCOMING GAMES:

SAT 11/12

at SUNY Canton @ 2PM

SAT 11/5

at Uberty Univ. @ 3PM

All information from

http:Uathletics.houghton.edul

ANDREA PACHECO

Charles Hudgins left his art collection of over 800 pieces to Houghton College
after he passed away this past June: a select few are exhibited in the current show.

wood as a medium, Baxter mentioned

that "in some parts of Africa, wood is
considered a living material, figuring
prominently in creation mythology. For
these reasons. wood is the preferred mate-
rial for creating the human form." These
alluring and intricate textures tempted
me to commit the cardinal sin of touch-

ing the figurines (don't worry. 1 resisted).
The style represented here was incredibly
distinct from the Western ideal ofAfrican

art.

Looking at these pieces. I wondered
about the stories behind them. I could

imagine the masks, the drums, and the
helmets being used in storytelling and
dances that would intrigue the audience
for hours. This helmet would be used

in an initiation dance; this drum would
be used to tell the story of a hunt. I was
swept into my mind's depiction of the
different cultures using these beautiful
works of art.

For those like myself, unfamiliar
with the stylistic symbolism of African
art, Baxter reassured me "the symbolism
used by African sculptors is an unfamiliar
language to anybody who hasn't learned
to speak it. For example, the folds of skin
around the neck area of [a certain type ofJ
mask are understood by every member of
the Mende culture as a depiction ofpros-
perity and health. Yet to the outsider, this
excess of skin seems grotesque or puz-
zling." *

Two figurines that demonstrated this
unfamiliarity were can'ings with the ti-
tles "King" and "Queen." in contrast to
the thrones. regal robes, golden scepters.
and crowns a westemer might associate
with these titles. these figurines were
plain and almost nude, with no expensic
adornment or bright colors. The style and
slight disfigurements were unusual to my
eyes, yet utterly beautiful in their oddi-
ties. Even though the exhibit may seem
foreign, it is a vast collection of unique
and timeless art.

The opening reception for ''Africa:
Arts and Crafts" is from 7 to 9 p.m. to-
night in the Ortlip Gallery, and the show'
will be open for viewing until January
25.

*ere You Aware
 by RENEE ROBERTS
5]Do you think the requirementsf
8'for graduation are somewhat
Nintense? 161926, beyond academic.
kaccomplishment in order to graduatef
S*om Houghtog students hadl
#to 'miccesslly swim the length 04
*the swimming poot, affectionately¢
@[ekrred to as "the Bathtur Thmt
*001 was located in what is now th
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FIELD

HOCKEY
by CALEB MAFmN

This year's field hockey team
knew from the start they had a tough
schedule in playing not only other
NALA schools, but also Division I.
II, and III teams. With some shoes to

fill and kinks to work through, Coach
Rachael Snelgrove pushed her players
hard and encouraged them to give
100% day in and day out with various
drills, sprints, long runs, and games.

"She was always encouraging us
to push ourselves and to be mentally
tough," said sophomore Jenna
Newcombe. "We only had 13 players
so we had to be in the best shape of
our lives. I think our hard work paid

Snelgrove provided a "word of the
day" before each game for the team
to focus on and strive for, such as
"character, " "poise," "explosive," and
"perseverance.' The team also placed
its focus on becoming a unit, praising
God through the wins and losses, and
shining the light ofChrist to everyOne
they encountered

"Referees came up to our coach
on numerous occasions to commend

us for our good sportsmanship," said
junior Sierra Mitchell. "They really
seemed to appreciate it" As team
Chaplain, Mitchell set up a time
once a week for the team to meet and

have devotionals together. The team
was challenged weekly to deepen
their personal faiths and to strive to
exemplify Christ on and off the field.
At the end of every game, the girls
prayed and sang a worship song to
witness to the opposing team. Senior
co-captains Ashley Daigler and Jillian
Watts organized team activities and
opportunities to build the team as
sisters in Christ.

"We really focused on unity this
year, because we knew the closer we
became off of the field, the more it
would be translated to our game play.
It definitely showed." said Daigler

The Highlanders had several big
wins throughout the season. They beat
Mansfield University 4-1 at home for
the first time in Houghton field hockey
history and beat Oswego in overtime
after losing to them earlier in the
season. They also had a seven game
winning streak in which they outscored
opponents 164. They ended their
season with a post season tournament
in Newport News. Virginia. where
they played Christopher Newport and
Liberty University. This was the first
and last time Houghton field hockey
would Play Liberty, a Division I team.
The team ended their season with a

9-6 record.

Junior Ashley Engle had a total
of seven goals and nine assists while
goalkeeper Hillery Duman had a total
of 30 saves for the season. -I believe

our team found a number of different

successes throughout the season
and left a legacy to be remembered
for years to come," said Snelgrove.
"Overall, I am proud of the end result
in that our team grew closer together-
on and off the field and continues to

strive to put Christ first in everything
we say and do. I have never coached
such aunified team before, and our
record definitely speaks tothe strength
of this team. I feel truly blessed to
have been part of this team and this
2011 season."
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TheDangersofKitsch,andofMindlesslyJudginglt
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by ALICIA GARDNER

Kitsch. The word was born in the

late 18005 among the art markets in

Munich, Germany, describing "cheap,
popular, and marketable pictures and
sketches." The early use of -Kitsch"
was by the Munich Bourgeoisie of
"old money," who used to defame
the taste in art of those from "new

money." Kitsch has become popular,
similarly. in its comment on works

of art, and according to Webster's
dictionary, is "something thar appeals
to popular or lowbrow taste and is
often of poor quality or tacky."

In a general sense. 1 would
propose that "kitsch" is the product
of taking something that has worth or
beauty or goodness to it, and blowing

is the promise oftrials and difficulties?
Where is the painful authenticity of
silence that God often answers us

with? We are committing the greatest

offense by giving into the belief that
things are super duper when the truth

is that there are people on campus
and in our "perfect bubble" who are
hurting, who are suicidal, who feel like

the Leper. Living as a Christian is not
a pleasant party,

Uving as a Christian is a coasting ride
through life-not

not a pleasant party, a f @Latiy:t
believe that in our

coasting ride through denial ofthe pain.
dimculty, and

life not if we are living slip-ups that our
it right, that is.

it out of tremendous proportion while
simultaneously filtering its rawness
and grittiness, so that it becomes

overpowering and loses the wholeness
of the original intent.

I f we define the word this way, and

i f we can expand the definition outside
of artistic terminology and use it as an

existential philosophy, 1 believe that
we can call our Christianity "kitsch."

Christianity
has become

something of
industry; we

have become

a consumer

religion. We

go to Christian
rock concerts -

dressed in "Pick

Jesus" shirts,

rock out like fan-

girls, and label
ourselves *'Jesus Freaks." We parade
our faith around like mindless

automatons, giving the world another
option of brand to buy into. It is not
uncommon for us to take pride in our
"community," where we, having it so
together and being of one mind, love
everyone and are "just like Jesus." But
what a false piety this is. We prance
around communicating to the world
that "I love God, but mostly God loves
me. I have no flaws, I don't struggle,
and 1 certainly don't stumble." This
kitschiness wraps Christianity in a

plastic-coated bundle of happiness.
But can't you see the problem with

this, my dear brothers and sisters?
Where is the suffering of Christ? Where

humanity causes,

we are guilty
of the "kitsch"

that "excludes

everything from its purview which
is essentially unacceptable in human
existence" (Milan Kundera). We must

deny this kitsch we have developed
and onto which we have learned to

cling. I urge you to see the harm in
this potentially self-centered. easy
Christianity and be wary of a *'poster
Jesus," of a Christian culture, of the

feel-good worship music, of accepting
all Sunday school answers. Jesus was
a prime example of one who did not
try to appeal to the cultural norms and
reassure happy people, but instead
sought out the out-casts, the lepers, the
tax collectors, and Samaritans, never

becoming shallow in his lifestyle. If
we are to show what Christianity really

Ibe Penultimate Word, /

Shame-Based Morality and the Destruction of Grace
explain to children and to crowds the

long-term and possibly spiritual ben-
efits of virtue.

Shame is a tactic that has been mis-

used for the sake of morality since, I
would venture, humans existed, but it

is a misuse. A possibly necessary evil:
shame seems to be necessary as a tool,
especially for maintaining large soci-
eties, where long-term goals must be
held by whoever is in power. Where
our logic and forethought and concern
for the common good fail us, our fear
of shame kicks in.

But the problem with the general
public practice of shame-based moral-
ity is not just violence done to those

shamed or possible injustice-shame-
based morality essentially and steadily

A//J#*LA P00*200 perverts our psychological conception
by EUSA SHEARER of ethics.

Our goal, under a shame-based

Shame is probably a necessary hu- morality, becomes not how to do good
man construct. Publicly noted punish- but how to avoid shame. With this as
ment (whether sitting in the corner in our primary concern, if we find we can
grade school or sitting in prison; the avoid shame via deceit or posturing,
essence is in may ways the same) mo- we will do so. The avoidance of pain
tivates humans fairly efficiently, his- takes precedence over any other con-

tory has proved. cern.

When the desire to do good isn't Our goal becomes the avoidance of
enough to prevent us from being punishment, rather than the construe-
destructive or taking advantage of tion of goodness. Morality becomes
someone, shame can be impressive- based on negative mandates and not
ly effective. Humans use it on their positive constructs and focuses on our
children--an 18-month-old might not fear for our personal pride and not our
understand the exact reasons why she care for the dignity of other people.
shouidn't take her brother's candy, In this way, shame begets narcis-
but parents generally save the ethical sism, which begets the illusion of the
explanations for later and settle for possibility of complete self-reliance.
simple admonition-the communica- Self-reliance can be a healthy charac-
tion that the little girl is being "bad." - ter trait in many ways, but ethically not
This works much better than trying to li so much-it removes the necessity of

grace from our internal monologue.
When our need is removed, shame and

pride (this seems counterintuitive, but
it isn't) have room to fester.

Shame-based morality also begets
fear-fear of humiliation and any at-
tack on our pride. And to quote Yoda,
"Fear" in turn "leads to anger, anger
leads to hate," and "hate leads to suf-

fering."
However, as much as we can criti-

cize the evolution of our sense of eth-

ics, it doesn't look like shame-based

morality is going to go away anytime

soon. Because ofthis, it is imperative
that we maintain a constant individual

awareness of the inherent tension in

a socially mandated morality. A re-
peated reminding of this is necessary
test we dissolve into stagnation and a
fear-based attitude toward morals.

But we can't just remove shame as
a basis for ethical action-we have to

replace it with humility. Where shame
denies, humility accepts; shame hides
at all cost and humility responds. A
defocus on others' conception of us
will cost us our pride, but free us from
the fear of humiliation.

Elisa is a senior English and

psychology major

is, we cannot appeal to complacent
pious people while being oblivious to
the pain and difficulty ofthe workmen,
the widows, and children. We must
resist '*kitsch!"

But here is the setback: what are

we doing when we place the labels
on one another? We become the old-

money bourgeoisie who snub one
another, and that's not the point either.
Even if the "other Christians" are

guilty of mass producing "kitsch," we
hurt ourselves and we hurt the Church

and we bite the hand that feeds when

we cast judgment. We need to stop
our theologically cynical selves in
our tracks and remember that these

things we may label "kitsch" are not
inherently bad. We need to recognize
the grace that is given to those who
earnestly seek God. So perhaps that
sermon may be theologically off a
bit, perhaps that song may be a little
too *'me-centered," or that worship
leader is trying to provoke a certain
emotion; despite this superficiality,
the participant may know God more
because of it. After all, ifwe examined

ourselves honestly, every form of
Christianity throughout history has
failed to succeed in getting it right.
Why would Christ have met us in

human form and been understanding
with our lack of understanding if not
to show us some grace in our silly

ideals? We need to extend grace upon
one another, the "kitsch," and the

judgers. We are not enemies.

Alicia is a junior religion major

We want to hear

what

you think.

Letters to the editor

should be 350 words or

less and can be

submitted to:

houghtonstar@gmail.com

You can also comment

on articles online at

www.houghtonstar. com

The mission ofthe
Houghton Star is to preserve

and promote the values of
dialogue, transparency. and

integrity that have character-
ized Houghton College since

its inception. This will be
done by serving as a mdium
for the expression of student
thought and as a quality pub-
lication of significant campus
news. Houghton area news.

and events.
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Corrections:

The article titled "Houghton

Hosts 'Sounds of Hope"' in
last week's November 4 issue

(Sports and Culture, page 4)
regarding the Leeland concert
was written by Megan
Seawood.

The photograph of the Leeland
concert in the same article was

provided by Miki Kaneko.
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Vote in this week's

poll at
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%

Do you drink (alcohol) on
, campus?

41%
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/4*2'**

Yes, l have at
least once.

I don't drink
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but I do off

campus.
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ANDREA PACHECO

I have often u·restled with the true

motivation and purpose of my art. and

have come to the realization over the years
that my ability to make art is not only
God-given. but that I can use it as a

small reflection of Gods own beauty. 1

enjo> using photography and design to
capture and show things that are not

usually noticed. as well as to display the
beauty of the world by portraying simple
mundane things artistically.

Grace is a senior intercultural studies

and art double major, with concentrations
in photography and graphic design.

Top: It Goes On. digital photograph

Bottom: Ams,ci·dam. Perceptions of Beauty.
digital photographs
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